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a b s t r a c t

Highly accurate interval forecasting of a stock price index is fundamental to successfully making a profit
when making investment decisions, by providing a range of values rather than a point estimate. In this
study, we investigate the possibility of forecasting an interval-valued stock price index series over short
and long horizons using multi-output support vector regression (MSVR). Furthermore, this study proposes
a firefly algorithm (FA)-based approach, built on the established MSVR, for determining the parameters of
MSVR (abbreviated as FA-MSVR). Three globally traded broad market indices are used to compare the per-
formance of the proposed FA-MSVR method with selected counterparts. The quantitative and comprehen-
sive assessments are performed on the basis of statistical criteria, economic criteria, and computational
cost. In terms of statistical criteria, we compare the out-of-sample forecasting using goodness-of-forecast
measures and testing approaches. In terms of economic criteria, we assess the relative forecast
performance with a simple trading strategy. The results obtained in this study indicate that the proposed
FA-MSVR method is a promising alternative for forecasting interval-valued financial time series.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Forecasting stock prices is a fascinating issue in financial market
research. Accurately forecasting stock prices, which forms the basis
for decision making regarding financial investments, is most likely
the greatest challenge for the capital investment industry and is
thus of great interest to academic researchers and practitioners.

According to an extensive literature investigation, it is not diffi-
cult to find a wide variety of methodologies and techniques that
have been used for stock price forecasting with various degrees
of success, such as the Box–Jenkins method [1], general autoregres-
sive conditional heteroskedasticity [2], stochastic volatility model
[3], fuzzy logic approach [4], gray-based approaches [5], wavelet
transforms and adaptive models [6], neural networks [7], support
vector regression [8,9], hybrid models [10,11], and decision sup-
port systems [12]. However, it is important to note that the studies
above considered point forecasting rather than interval forecasting.

Interval forecasts of stock prices have the advantage of taking
into account variability and/or uncertainty, reducing the amount
of random variation relative to that found in classic single-valued
stock price time series (e.g., stock closing price). As Hu and He
[13] noted, the interval forecasts of stock price are superior to
the traditional point forecasts in terms of the overall lower mean
error and higher average accuracy ratio. Moreover, intervals of

stock prices have been widely used in the construction of a variety
of technical trading rules [14]. To date, there has been a great deal
of research focused on exploring the underlying dynamics of inter-
val-valued stock prices and developing suitable models for fore-
casting them [13,15–18]. For example, Maia et al. [15] proposed
a hybrid methodology that combines the ARIMA and ANN models
for interval-valued stock price forecasting. Cheung et al. [18] found
evidence of cointegration between the daily log highs and log lows
of several major stock indices and further forecasted the daily log
highs and log lows using a vector error correction model (VECM).
The reader is referred to Arroyo et al. [16] for a recent survey of
the present methodologies and techniques employed for interval-
valued stock price forecasting. It should be noted that the inter-
val-valued data in this study do not come from noise assumptions
as in [19], but rather from the expression of variation or the aggre-
gation of huge databases into a reduced number of groups as in
[13,15–18].

Our study focuses on extending the multi-output support vector
regression (MSVR) to adapt to the scenario of interval forecasting
of a stock price index. As a well-known intelligent algorithm, sup-
port vector regression (SVR) [20] has attracted particular attention
from both practitioners and academics for use in time series fore-
casting during the last decade. SVR algorithms have been found to
be a viable contender among various time-series models [21,22]
and have been successfully applied to different areas [23]. Despite
the promising SVR demonstrated in [21–24], the applications of
SVR in interval-valued time series (ITS) have not been widely
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explored. This is because the standard formulation of SVR can only
be used as a univariate modeling technique for ITS forecasting due
to its inherent single-output structure. The univariate technique
fits and forecasts the interval bounds of ITS independently, without
considering the possible interrelations that are present among
them, which has been criticized in [16]. To generalize the SVR from
a regression estimation to multi-dimensional problems, Pérez-Cruz
et al. [25] proposed a multi-dimensional SVR that uses a cost func-
tion with a hyperspherical intensive zone, which is capable of
obtaining better predictions than using an SVR model indepen-
dently for each dimension. Recently, Tuia et al. [26] proposed a
multi-output SVR model (MSVR), based on the previous contribu-
tion in [27], for simultaneously estimating different biophysical
parameters from remote sensing images. In the work of [25,27],
the MSVRs are established and justified in a variety of disciplines
[26–28]. Although past studies have clarified the capability of the
MSVR, there have been very few, if any, efforts to evaluate the per-
formance of the MSVR for time series forecasting, particularly
interval-valued time series forecasting. As such, we set out to
investigate the possibility of forecasting the lower and upper
bounds of stock index series simultaneously by making use of an
MSVR. In this model, the inputs of the MSVR are the lagged inter-
vals, while the two outputs of the MSVR correspond to the fore-
casts of the bounds.

Parameter selection for the MSVR is another issue addressed in
this study. The generalization ability of the MSVR depends on ade-
quately setting parameters, such as the penalty coefficient C and
kernel parameters. Therefore, the selection of optimal parameters
is crucial to obtain good performance in handling forecasting tasks
with MSVR. To date, a large number of evolutionary algorithms,
such as the genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO), have been employed to optimize the parameters of
SVR. The firefly algorithm (FA), a novel swarm-based intelligent
metaheuristic, was recently introduced by Yang [29]. The FA mim-
ics the social behavior of fireflies, which move and communicate
with each other based on characteristics such as the brightness,
frequency and time period of their flashing. The superiority of
the FA against the GA and PSO in existing studies [29–31] moti-
vates us to use the FA for selecting parameters for the MSVR. By
doing so, this study proposes a FA-based approach to appropriately
determine the parameters of MSVR for ITS forecasting (abbreviated
as FA-MSVR). For comparison purposes, a univariate technique (fit-
ting the interval bounds independently), standard SVR, and three
well-established interval-valued forecasting methods (fitting the
interval bounds simultaneously), namely Holt’s exponential
smoothing method for intervals (HoltI) [17], the vector error cor-
rection model (VECM) [18], and the interval multilayer perceptron
(iMLP) [32], are selected as benchmarks. Three globally traded
broad market indices, the S&P 500, FTSE 100, and Nikkei 225, are
chosen as experimental datasets.

To examine the performance of the proposed FA-MSVR method
for interval forecasts of a stock price index, we analyze the out-of-
sample one- and multi-step-ahead forecasts from the FA-MSVR
and selected benchmarks in two ways. First, we examine whether
the out-of-sample forecasts generated by the FA-MSVR are more
accurate than and preferable to those generated by the benchmark
methods for an interval-valued stock index series, employing sta-
tistical criteria such as the goodness of forecast measure (e.g., the
interval’s average relative variance) and the accuracy compared
to competing forecasts (e.g., the analysis of variance test and Tu-
key’s HSD test). Second, we analyze whether the FA-MSVR is supe-
rior to the selected benchmarks in practice, assessing its relative
forecast performance with economic criteria. We use the forecasts
of lower and upper bounds from the different methods in a simple
trading strategy and compare the returns to determine whether
the FA-MSVR is a useful forecasting approach for an investor.

In summary, our contributions could be outlined as follows.
First, we extend the MSVR in a novel manner to adapt to the sce-
nario of interval-valued time series forecasting. Second, the possi-
bility of forecasting the lower and upper bounds of interval-valued
stock index series simultaneously by the established MSVR is
examined. Third, to address the determination of parameters for
the MSVR, the parameters of MSVR are tuned using a recently pro-
posed FA. Finally, not only statistical accuracy but also economic
criteria are used to assess the practicability of the FA-MSVR for
interval-valued stock index forecasting.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide a
brief introduction to the MSVR and illustrate the data representa-
tion of an interval-valued stock index series analysis. Afterwards,
the proposed FA-MSVR method is discussed in detail in Section 3.
Section 4 details the research design of the data descriptions, sta-
tistical and economic criteria, input selection, and implementation
of the methodologies. Following that, in Section 5, the experimen-
tal results are discussed. Section 6 concludes this work.

2. MSVR with an interval-valued stock index series

This section presents the overall formulation process of the
MSVR for interval-valued stock index series forecasting. First, the
data representation of interval-valued stock index series is illus-
trated. Then, the MSVR for the obtained ITS is formulated in detail.

2.1. Construction of an interval-valued stock index series

An interval-valued variable, [X], is a variable defined for all of
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the structure of an interval.
An interval-valued time series (ITS) is a chronological sequence of

interval-valued variables. The value of a variable at each instant in
time t (t = 1, . . . , n) is expressed as a two-dimensional vector
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for t = 1, . . . , n, where n denotes the number of intervals of the time
series (sample size). Fig. 2 illustrates the stock market in which a daily
interval-valued S&P 500 index series arises. Fig. 2(a) illustrates a 10-
min S&P 500 index from December 11, 2012 to December 27, 2012.
Fig. 2(b) depicts the corresponding daily S&P 500 index intervals.

Table 1
Interval-valued variables.

Year 2012 S&P 500 index
[Lower, Upper]

December 11 [1418.55, 1434.27]
December 12 [1426.76, 1438.59]
December 13 [1416, 1431.36]
December 14 [1411.88, 1419.45]
December 17 [1413.54, 1430.67]
� � � � � �
� � � � � �
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